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If you're looking for how to unlock the secret hidden characters in HuniePop, you probably don't care about spoilers. However, if you're trying to avoid spoilers of this game, don't read past this item. While some of these spoilers will be found just by playing the game, others require some very secret sneaky power. Well, you've been warned. SPOILERS Kyu is a fabulous girl, your
guide, the one who starts this little adventure - also the most obvious of secret girls. Unlocking it happens simply by succeeding in the game. Sext is a woman and she will let her intentions become known. Venus - Do these games have bosses? Well it's technically the boss of HuniePop. You may want to consider her boss Kyus or you know the Goddess of Love. To unlock it, sext
all the original unclassified characters. Note, sexting hidden characters does not have a negative effect on you. Momo - why not be an obedient cat girl? To unlock Momo buy goldfish when they are available. Then all you have to do is throw them out of the inventory during the day. Once you leave this area Momo will appear looking for a host. Celeste - if you have a cat girl, you
absolutely need an alien girl. Celeste is easily the hardest character to unlock. Once Kyu is unlocked, gift her dirty magazine you had on you from the beginning of the game. In return, she will give you a strange object. Now every day when it's evening, see if any of the women will be on the beach at night. It may take a few days, apparently the beach is not a popular nightlife. As
soon as one arrives there, there is a strange object, and leave. Celeste will appear and be added to your index. Community content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise stated. HuniPop Studio HunieCam HuniePop 2 NOTE: Characters are listed in the game serving as their introduction to the series to avoid confusion for newcomers. From HuniePop: Protagonist, Kyus
Sugardust, Jesse Mae, Lola RembriteFrom HunieCam Studio: Candice Candy Crush, Lillian Aurawell, Nora Delrio, Sarah Suki Stevens, Denise zoe Green, Brooke Belrose, Lalyani Kealoha open/close all folders Abia Nawaisi My name is Labia- I mean! Oh, Abia! Excuse me! Voiced: Elsie Lovelock Age: 25 Birthday: TBA Height: TBA Weight: TBA Ethnic: Arab Person: Repressed
Slut Hobby: Viewing Porn Shoes: Occupation Apartments: Airport Safety Favorite Season: TBA Local Hangout: TBA Loves Gift Types: TBAAn Arab Girl From Strictly Religious, Conservative Family. She was brought up in the hope that she would live up to their values, but she has ... other plans. Buxom better: She has a D-Cup chest. Color-Coded for your convenience: Mauve
Covert pervert: Her profile from Hunie Direct lists her persona as a repressed whore and her hobbies like watching porn. Dating What Daddy Hates: One of Her Intro Quotes in Many Voices of HuniePop 2 her abandon the player, for fear of fear my father's reaction. Many traditional conservative Muslim families prohibit their daughters from marrying non-Muslims, let alone date.
Really?! Y-yes! ... Oh, my God, no, no, I can't... I couldn't! What would my father say? Aw... Extreme libido: Heavily implied. Watching is her hobby. Freudian slip: Her quote is a folder. Graceful ladies like purple: her favorite color is mauve, and her default outfit is almost entirely purple. Longing Look: One of her miki, shown in Hunie Direct, is a suggestive look including bedroom
eyes, fluorescent blush, and agape mouth. Mistake for the terrorist: an implied disgust (at least from the authorities), given that it can keep working in airport security. Punny Name: Her name is a legitimate Arabic name, but it can also be a game on the abaya, the correct name of the Islamic dress. Raised Catholic: She was raised by a strictly Islamic, very conservative family. Polly
Bendlson Hey, now... You're behaving like a gentleman! I'm not that kind of lady! Age: 32 Birthday: TBA Height: TBA Weight: TBA Ethnicity: White Persona: Traditional Hobby: Dancing Shoes: Pumps Occupation: Beauty Tuber Favorite Season: TBA Local Hangout: TBA Loves Gift Types: TBAA is a very stylish and traditional lady who dreams of ever being the perfect housewife.
Obsessed with stereotypical girls such things as fashion and makeup, she runs a popular online beauty channel with many viewers. 80s hair: her hairstyle is the default. Beauty Mark: has one under his left eye. Color-Coded for your convenience: Turquoise Housewife: She dreams of eventually becoming one. Multiple-Choice Past: The player can choose whether she has male
genitalia or female genitalia, and it remains on the player if she is a trans woman, Futanari, or just a cisgendered woman. Transgender: Potentially; She will or will not have a penis depending on the player's preferences, and even if she does her background will be ambiguous. The developer mentions that at some point he used the t-word and then dismissed it as too restrictive:
Polly can be trans if the player thinks of it that way, but more importantly, it's all that the player wants it to be. True Blue Femininity: Her favorite color is turquoise, and her default outfit includes a light blue swimsuit. Vanity is feminine: Described as obsessed with fashion and make-up, and also runs an online beauty channel. Ashley Rosemary Okay, but I hope you like the carpet
because I haven't shaved for weeks, hahaha! Voiced: Aika Intong Age: 21 Birthday: TBA Height: TBA Weight: TBA Ethnic: White Persona: Laid-Back Hobby: Guitar Shoes: Gladiators Occupation: Model Favorite Season: TBA Local Hangout: TBA Loves Gift Types: TBAA Cold, Tomboyish Girl with Dirty Sense of Humor. When she's not modeling the fashion brand Stay Black, she
shows up with her indie band. Ironically, despite the fact that The last girl to be revealed before the release, she will be the first meeting player. Nymphojinn voiced voiced TBA Age: TBA Birthday: TBA Height: TBA Weight: TBA Ethnicity: TBA Persona: TBA Hobby: TBA Shoes: TBA Occupation: TBA Favorite Season: TBA Local Hangout: TBA Loves Gift Types: TBATwo Creatures
That Wake Up While Playing After Having Slept for the Last Ten Thousand Years. When they wake up, they experience a cosmic super period so powerful that they have destroyed entire galaxies, and can only be stopped by a hero who manages to satisfy his desires. This time, Kyus hopes you can do the job. All periods of PMS: Unfortunately for everyone, they experience a
cosmic super version of this and are fully capable of a lot of destruction from it. Apocalypse How: Class X-3. They can destroy galaxies, and Ku's description suggests that this has happened more than once. Cosmic Essence: They have lived for at least ten thousand years, and by experiencing their periods they can destroy galaxies. Deus Sex Machina: Sexually satisfying them is
the only way to get them back to sleep. No periods, period: prevented, and that's what makes Kyu look at the main character for help. The power of lust: The only thing that can stop them. Serious business: Their periods forced them to go on a space rampage. You have to get Laid: Otherwise their desires bring them to destruction. Community content is available under CC-BY-SA
unless otherwise stated. How to unlock all the secret Characters Rapperk and 1 employees In this guide I will teach you how to unlock all the secret characters in HuniePop. HuniePopGame logo, featuring from left: Beli Lafran, Jesse Maye, Aiko Yumi, Tiffany Maye, Cu Sugardust, Nikki Ann-Marie, Lola Rembrite, Audrey Belrose, and Kyanna Delrio.Developer (s)HuniePotPublisher
(s)HuniePotDesigner (s)Ryan Ko Ryan KoonsArtist (s)Rizky PrahesaWriter (s) Ryan KoonsCompozer (s) Jonathan WandagSeriesHunie EngineUnityPlatform (s)Microsoft Windows, OS X, LinuxReleaseJanuary 19, 2015Genre (s) Tile-matching, dating simMode (s)-player- , under the pseudonym HuniePot. The game was released for Microsoft Windows, macOS and Linux personal
computers in January 2015, after being funded by a successful Kickstarter campaign. HuniePop is available in two different versions, an uncensored version available through Humble Bundle and MangaGamer, and censored versions via Steam. The game follows the dating adventures of the main character as he or she tries to care for several different women in their hometown.
In February 2015, released an update that gave HuniePop a new ending that opens up options that make it easier for players to fill out a female character profile and choose a date location, among other options. Due to strong sexual content and themes, Twitch has blocked users from streaming gameplay footage from the title, regardless of which version of the game was played.
HuniePop gameplay showing date with May on the tennis court. The gameplay focuses on the player's character (who can be male or female), interacting with several different women, each of whom has their own personalities and preferences. The player can interact with women by talking to them and giving them gifts. This rewards the player with Hunie, an in-game currency that
can be used to update a player's stats. This statistic allows the player to earn more points during the dates, increasing their chances of success. In order to progress through the game, players must take the women on dates, where they will play a tile matching game where they must make matches of 3 or more of the same tokens. The player must earn enough points to complete
the date before they run out of moves. Each woman has a certain type of marker that they like and dislike, and players will get more points if they match the type of marker that a woman prefers. The player can also use special items called date gifts during their date, which give a positive effect to help the player earn more points. After a successful date, the player is rewarded with
a photo of a woman with whom there was a date. Each successful date will also increase the difficulty of the game, making subsequent dates require more points to complete. After 3 successful dates with a woman, the player will be able to take them on a date night, and if that date is successful, the player can bring the woman into her bedroom for one final round of tile matching
(and, if it is successful, have sex with her). Unlike regular dates, the player has unlimited moves to complete the bedroom game, but the score meter is constantly depleted over time, so to win, matches must be made quickly until the meter is full. Throughout the game, the player is guided by Kyu, a love fairy set to turn the player into a successful Lothario. It gives the player tips on
how to interact with each woman and explains how different mechanics of the game work. It also becomes dated after a one-bedroom game. The Kickstarter development campaign was launched with a minimum funding goal of $20,000. Kickstarter ended successfully, raising $53,536 from 1,483 supporters. HuniePop's reception received a positive reception. Hardcore Geimer
gave the game a top four out of five, writing: HuniePop is a pornography-darn thin pornography on this one, but it's also a shockingly good puzzle game. Sometimes these two identities feel at odds with each other, but for the most part they work in concert to show you a good time. Kotaku also gave a mostly positive review, praising him for being strategically deep and challenging
enough to hit the accidental Candy Crush and also noted that there was no strong finish in the game. Mike Splechta of Game'one called the game fun and exciting. Destruid criticised At the end of the day, I realize that this is a game that, although riddled with problems, I really enjoyed it. Whole In fact, with the best writing and a few more care being given to the characters to flesh
them out, it could be a lot more. Legacy Since the release of HuniePop, there have been other games inspired by him, such as Wing's Front's Purino Party. On April 4, 2016, Koons released a spin-off called HunieCam Studio. HunieCam Studio is an adult themed business simulation game, and features many characters that previously appeared in HuniePop. The artistic style of
the game has also shifted into a more cartoonish style, from art to anime-based. Kotaku gave HunieCam Studio a mixed review, commenting that while the text of the game was sometimes entertaining, they found that the overall gaming experience would be extremely boring. The sequel, HuniePop 2: Double Date, is in production. This is a sequel to HuniePop with a player
controlling the same main character, and will include returning characters from HuniePop and HunieCam Studio. Inquiries : Bracke, David (March 18, 2015). Minnesota Otaku: Raise the flag for anime dating sims. SC Times. Received on March 20, 2015. Sex games that are pairs of censors. Kotaku. January 21, 2015. Received on April 22, 2015. Kew, Jeff (February 14, 2015).
HuniePop Valentine Update Gives Lonely Gamers Closure. HardcoreAmmer. Received on March 20, 2015. Kyle Orland,28, 2015. Twitch prohibits the broadcast of adult-only games from ESRB. Ars Technica. Conde Nast. Received on September 17, 2015. HuniePop: Dating Puzzle RPG ryan Koons. Kickstarter. October 2, 2013. Received on March 20, 2015. Priest Chris (January
20, 2015). Dating puzzle RPG HuniePop is now available on PC. Silicon. Received on March 20, 2015. Kew, Jeff (February 5, 2015). Review: HuniePop. Hardcore Gamer. Received on March 20, 2015. Mike Fahey (January 21, 2015). I need a little more romance in my adult dating puzzle RPG. Kotaku. Received on March 20, 2015. Spelt, Mike (January 21, 2015). Huniepop
Review. It's a game. Received on December 25, 2015. Vincent, Brittany (January 27, 2015). In which I stop judging the game by its hunies. A destruid. Received on March 20, 2015. Estrada, Marcus (April 27, 2016). HuniePop gets some competition from the Purino party. HardcoreAmmer. Received on May 3, 2017. - @HuniePotDev (March 6, 2016). HunieCam Studio will launch
on April 4 (Tweet). Received on March 6, 2016 - via Twitter. Estrada, Marcus. HuniePop Developer returns with HunieCam Studio. Hardcore Gamer. Received on April 16, 2016. Hernandez, Patricia. Steam's Hot New Cam Girl Game Is Kinda Boring. Kotaku. Received on April 16, 2016. - @HuniePotDev (January 14, 2020). Here's the first official gameplay trailer for HuniePop 2:
Double Date! (Tweet). Received on January 14, 2020 - via Twitter. - @HuniePotDev (August 18, 2018). Hunie Direct - Aug 2018 (Tweet). Received on December 6, 2019 - via Twitter. - @HuniePotDev (January 2, 2019). Cast HuniePop 2 (Tweet). December 6, 2019 - via Twitter. External links links The website is sourced from huniepop characters names. huniepop characters
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